Fibro-osseous pseudotumor of the digits is a conflicting and rare benign lesion leading to serious problems and conflicts in differential diagnosis, especially with extraskeletal osteosarcoma. A 57-year-old man presented with a painful swelling in the proximal phalange of his left index finger. Direct radiography taken on admission revealed a soft tissue swelling with suspicious calcification in the proximal phalange palmar aspect of the index finger of left hand. The excised specimen of 2x1.5x0.7 cm was gray-white with a rough, somewhat irregular outer surface. Microscopic examination revealed a mesenchymal tumorous lesion with a partially degenerated and partially calcified/ossified myxoid stroma. There were cellular areas composed of fibroblastic spindle cells, with mild-moderate nuclear atypia and moderate mitotic activity. Those cellular areas also contained osteoclast like multinucleated giant cells forming disordered groups. The final diagnosis based on histopathologic, radiographic and clinical findings was fibro-osseous pseudotumor of the digits.
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**CASE REPORT**

A 57-year-old right-hand dominant man presented with a painful swelling in the palmar aspect of the proximal phalange of his left index finger which continued since 2 years. There were no local signs of infection. Laboratory
studies revealed a normal white blood cell count and erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein concentration. There was no known history of a previous trauma. On palpation, the mass was hard and appeared fixed to the surrounding tissues. A plain radiogram taken on admission revealed a soft tissue swelling with suspicious calcification in the proximal phalange of the index finger of the left hand. The mass did not show any association with the underlying bone neither surgically, nor radiographically and was removed surgically with 0.3 cm safety margins (Fig. 1). The flexor tendon of the finger was also intact.

The specimen which was 2x1.5x0.7 cm in size, was gray-white with a rough, somewhat irregular outer surface. Its cut surfaces were heterogeneous, rubbery and had a gray-white color. Five micrometer-thick sections were obtained from the formalin fixed and paraffin embedded tissues and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Microscopic examination revealed a mesenchimal tumorous lesion with a partially degenerated and partially calcified/ossified myxoid stroma (Fig. 2). The randomly distributed cellular areas showed occasional lobular architecture. These cellular areas were composed of fibroblastic spindle cells, with mild nuclear atypia and moderate mitotic activity (Fig. 3). These areas also contained osteoclast-like multinucleated giant cells, either dispersed or forming disordered groups (Fig. 4).

Immunohistochemically, the spindle cells showed diffuse positivity for vimentin and focal and weak positivity for α-smooth muscle actin. Positive nuclear staining with Ki-67, a proliferation marker, was observed in 20% of the spindle cells. The lesion was uniformly negative for AE1/AE3, EMA, desmin and S-100 protein. The lesion was microscopically 0.1 cm away from the nearest surgical margin.

**DISCUSSION**

Ossifying pseudotumor of the digits, a synonym for fibro-osseous pseudotumor of the digits, was first described by Dupree and Enzinger[1] as a
unifying term. It is an unusual extraskeletal soft tissue process, histologically characterized by fibroblastic proliferation with reactive/metaplastic osteoid formation and calcification. The osteoid formation can be florid and immature, mimicking the appearance of malignant osteoid-forming neoplasms, thus the most common misdiagnosis is parosteal or extraskeletal osteosarcoma.

Microscopically, these tumor-like lesions closely resemble myositis ossificans, but unlike this process, they mainly involve the subcutaneous tissue and adjacent fibrous structures and are marked by an irregular multinodular growth pattern without the typical zoning of myositis ossificans. Fibroblastic proliferation showing varying degrees of cellular atypia is included among the histological characteristics of fibro-osseous pseudotumor of the digits.

In the presented case, soft tissue chondroma, extraskeletal osteosarcoma, low grade chondrosarcoma, tenosynovial giant cell tumor and borderline and benign histiocytic lesions were taken into consideration in the differential diagnosis. The localization of the lesion, absence of association with underlying bone, absence of atypical mitotic figures and absence of tumor necrosis were the key points for the exclusion of malignant lesions.

Thus, we regarded the lesion as benign. However, the nuclear atypia and moderate number of mitotic figures led us to exclude a benign neoplastic lesion. Immunohistochemically, the lesion proved to be mesenchymal without neuronal or muscular differentiation. Finally, we thought the lesion should be a reactive one and among the sought reactive lesions our final diagnosis, based on histopathologic, radiographic and clinical characteristics, was ossifying pseudotumor of the digits.

Follow-up information indicates that this lesion behaves in a nonaggressive fashion and is curable by complete local excision. But incomplete resection may lead to rapid recurrence of the mass with destruction of adjacent structures, including bone. There are several case reports in which the lesion was initially incorrectly diagnosed and the patient was treated by unnecessary radical surgery. Thus correct diagnosis excluding the probable malignant lesions is of extreme importance in cases of fibro-osseous pseudotumor of the digits.

We present this interesting and diagnostically difficult lesion because of the wide range of probable diagnoses and its importance in differential diagnosis.
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